
Memo to 

Brian Ross, Restoration Planning Office 

RE: Review of RPI Shoreline Monitoring Program Proposal 

' 1 k ' d' ' ' ' I ()LC ~ 1-8/fti From: J1m C ar , B1oreme 1at1on Mon1tor1ng Team~ (~ 

I have reviewed the proposal submitted by RPI for monitoring the 
Prince William Sound shoreline during the summer of 1990. The 
proposal is a comprehensive assessment of pertinent environmental 
and ecological factors potentially affected by the EXXON Valdez 
oil spill. The RPI staff are certainly experienced and qualified 
for this type of work and would offer a sensible degree of 
continuity. Their familiarity with ongoing activities would 
assure that information obtained through this effort would be 
integrated into essential ongoing clean-up activities. 

The selection of ecological test parameters assumes impact and 
damages have already occurred. Those familiar with the damage 
assessment data should be consulted to answer such questions as 
"Is there sufficient evidence to believe that these monitoring 
efforts will be necessary, or is damage to the resource of 
interest merely speculation ?". What evidence is there that 
grass beds or mussel populations have been exposed to oil to the 
extent that a large-scale monitoring program is necessary at such 
a large number of sites? The amount of biological evidence 
supporting this proposal is limited, thus the need for the 
ecological program remains unclear to me. Assessing oiling is 
much more straight forward and appears justified. 

The sampling strategies for invertebrate communities probably 
will not provide quantitative estimates of the species 
distributions and abundances because of the low number of 
replicates proposed for each site. These communities are highly 
variable and patchy, requiring a large sample size to obtain 
quantitative environmental metrics. What evidence is there that 
the proposed sampling strategy will be effective? 

The heterogenous nature of the sediment composition and oil 
distributions also would seem to require considerably greater 
numbers of replicate samples to quantify trends in oiling 
characteristics. RPI has been working with NOAA to quantify oil 
using only 5 samples per site as part of the winter sampling 
program. Have these data been analyzed to demonstrate that they 
are capable of detecting the trends such as those proposed in 
this study? The high degree of variability in animal tissues may 
negate the ability to detect trends as well. 



The parameters selected for assessing physiological and 
developmental effects of oil exposure to shoreline invertebrates 
should be developed into a more detailed protocol to justify 
their use. What is the scientific basis for selecting these 
endpoints (pathology of gills, liver, kidney, etc)? Is this 
research or is there a strong proven link between environmental 
hydrocarbon exposures and the proposed monitoring endpoints. If 
laboratory data only are cited, I doubt if environmental 
exposures have been comparable to most laboratory exposure 
response studies, making the links for such intensive sampling 
and analyses programs tenuous. 

The sampling program will generate some interesting data on oil 
in the shoreline environment and the presence or absence of some 
species or physiological conditions. However, this $536,117 
study for one year will most likely generate qualitative data 
with little predictive or statistical utility. To meet the 
objective of characterizing the recovery of intertidal areas 
impacted by the spill, the investigators could generate more 
quantitatively meaningful data if they focused their efforts on 
fewer sites where exposure and recovery can be studied in detail. 
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EXXON VAL Z SHORELINE MONITORING PROGRAM 
Summer, 1990 

OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective this program is to evaluate the recovery of intertidal areas 
impacted by the E.xxon l z spill. Analysis of data collected by NOAA and others 
will provide a basis for Federal On-Scene Coordinator•s decision on the need for 
additional shoreline trea ent through comparisons among shorelines treated in 
1989 and 1990, untrea~ oiled shorelines, and •moiled controls. Results will also 
support decisions on sh line treatment in future spills. The program includes 
short·tenn monitoring o effectivene.ss of selected treatment methods and long-
term monitoring of the tes at which intertidal habitats recover from oil impacts. 

The 'primary measutes 
distribution of residual 
effects of oil and shore • 
intertidal and selected s 
These data will enable 
and biological, on tr 
depend on the rates of r 

STRATEGIES 

Basic Study Compon 

recovery will be the quantity. composition and 
; the availability of oil to biological communities; and the 

treatment on biological recovery. The ra.tes at which 
tidal habitatS recover from oil impacts will be monitored. 
parison of oil fare and shoreline recovery, both physical 

and untreated shorelines. The duration of monitoring will 
very measured during the rust season. 

The overall program is CDaooJthree closely related projects. The first is a 
continuation of the NO winter monitoring program to determine long-term 
trends in oil distribution d composition. The second project will encompass 
monitoring of the effecti ess of shoreline treatment and sbon-term behavior of 
oil during and shortly afi treatment during 1990. These observations will be very 
operational in nature, wi the objective of documenting method-specific issues and 
geological processes w · • contribute to the overall effectiveness of the treatment 
method under various s . eline conditions. The third project will involve 
monitorin& the rates of very of selected intertidal and subtidal ecosystems with 
respect to the physical work of the site, degree of oiling. and broad clas$ of 
treatment. 

: 

Study Site Selectlon 

Three types of stadons · 1 be established under this overall pro pam: 1) oiled and 
untreated (set·asi.de sites 2) treated sites, and 3) uaoiled controls. All of the 
NOAA winter mooitorln stations are included in 1his program. Stations for 
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biological investigation 
types found in PWS. 

Not yet selected are tho 
effcxtiveness of various 
on the proposed sch 
sites are being consider 

ave been selected to represent a combination of habitat 

sites to be monitored for s.hort·term behavior and 
eatment methods in 1990; these sites will be selected bas~.d 
for tre-..atment A number of types of trt:atment of oiled 
for the summer of 1990, including: 

1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5. 

w:J~;::ru~~I?Jlhrulumm~n!.!£ts and leaving for natural dispersion. 
~~.=-:;~~J:. of asphalt pavements and ffiQUsse patties. 

sites with sigJlifi~t amounts of surface oil. 
sediments and leaving f()r natural dispersion. 

6. · r mediati 
with methods I. 
7. Excavation of 
clean $ediments. 

The monitOred sites will 
wtder various enviro 

Study sites outside PWS 
varying potential hydr 
The potential energy of 
persistence of oil on an 
shoreline types with the 
wide range of potential 
versus a sheltered cove 
speaking, even a shelte11 
wave action than one in 
energy levels within two 
included). 

Table 1 lists the sites pr 

DATA COLLECTIO 

iled storm. berms to the intertidal zone. 
(Inipol and Customblen), possibly in conjunction 
and 4. 
iled sediments. with washing or replacement with 

selected to include a full range of treatment methods 
tal settings. 

ere included to consider impacted shorelines of widely 
namic exwgy (PHE), both on regional and local sc-ales. 

area is generally the basic factor controlling the 
pacted site. The Kenai Peninsula/Barren Islands represent 
ghest degree of potential energy in the affected area. A 
ergy exists within each region (e.g., outer exposed beache~ 
ng the same stretch of shoreline); however, generally 
cove on the outer Kenai Peninsula area has much more 
S. Study sites have been selected to show a range of 

f the three major regions (the Kodiak region is not 

ntly selected for inclusion in the monitoring program. 

PROGRAM : PHYSICAL PROCESSES 

At each study site, the sica! setting will be mapped using the zonal method 
described below and mo tored over time. The biological and chemical data will be 
tied to this physical fr· .......... '"'ork. The surveys wiU.be done: a) before 1990 
treatment be£,ins; b) ass n after treatment as possible; and c) at end of summer. 
Additional surveys in nri fall (Nov); and early spring (Mar/Apr) will be dependent 
results of the summer "torlng effort. 

Basic data measurements 
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1. A ~-illm o study site consrructed by either. a) a series o.f beach 

profiles run ...._..,...._ndicular to the be.ach (the zonal method); or b) a 
detailed sw-ve by transit with one or two key beach profi.k:s being 
established. 

2. Selected bea e. will be measured on the schedule cited abov~o-: to 
determine mo hological changes at the site through time. 

3. A se.dim · 'bnti n m will be made by visual estimates of the 

4. 

5. 

6. 

relative distri - tion of sediment types and direct measurements of larger 
particles on a d patterns covering the entire study area. Sediment size 
is a critical fa or in oil penetration and reworking by waves. Where 

gh trenches will be dug to accurately map the distribution 

nhr,tl'lllrr.a. ... ,""s will be used to record all of the physical attributes 
uding surficial and burled oil. sedimentation patterns, 
unities. and treatment methods -used. 

sites will also be done. 
m~~s~~-Snlts~ will be made at high tide in order to get a general 
idea of wave tidal cmrent patterns. Short-tenD changes in 
oil/sediment 'budons and patterns in sheen production and transport 
will also be o ed during various tidal stages and wave conditions. 
Because a seacsanat record is needed for accurate assessment, the 
possibility of lishing wave gages at a few critical siteS should be 
considered. S uld that not be feasible, hindcasting of wave conditions 
for critical w· directions and speeds at the sites will be done. One or 
two representa e sites for each major region will be selected for detailed 
monitoring of gh-tide wave and current patterns. These studies should 
be conducted · y for 5-7 consecutive days (on spring tidal cydes). 

used to monitor the following sites (tentative): 

Prince William Sound 
Pt. Helen 
NELatouche 

elm 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Low 
Low 
Low 

Sleepy Bay 
Bay of Isles (KN 
Northwest Bay ~ 
Mussel Beach 

Kenai Peninsula/Barren ~nos 
YalikGlacler.Deill• 
Chugach Island ( · 
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Medium 
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Pon Dick (PD·l) 
Morning Cove 
Gore Point 
Barren Islands 

Monitorina During 

I 
1, S, or 10) 

Low 
U>w 
High 
High 

· be on ~e at each Selected study site during various 
order to: 

.octlll1ent the treatment methods used. 
of oil and oiled sediments removed. 
g and other potential problems. 

od was applied to the different segmems of the site. 

DATA COLLECTIO PROGRAM: BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

The sampling effort will ocus on three intertidal habitat types of particular 
importance in Prince w· . Sound: protected rook, protected sand/gravel/cobble 
(mixed soft). and expo cobble. The protected sites are included because of their 
high biological producti and hex::ause the low energy regime reduces tbe rate of 
natural weathering of oil Exposed cobble beaches include some of the most heavily 
oiled beaches in the So and are areas where oil often penetrated particularly 
deeply into the open between the coarse bed materials. 

Commgnig Studies 

Intertidal Epibenthos 

A stratified-random sam design will be used to assess important assemblage and 
population {individual ) parameters. Sampling will be sttUCtured to obtain 
statistically reliable estt~es of density or cover of macrobio .. inhabiting the 
surface (epibiota) ~ w possible, the subsurface (infauna) within important life 
zones. Typically. three. vations will be sampled on rocky h.abitm and two 
elevations will .be sampl on cobble and mixed soft habitats. 

yses will be applied to quantitatively describe the data 
lutn~ of individuals. species diversity. evenness) and to 

f the findings. Parametric and non-parametric tests will 
evaluate the significance of differences observed between 

itions for each treatment type and habitat. For pre- to 
par15Q1p and for testing for significant diff«enee$ between oiled 
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and control sites, a 1~ 2-tailed, non-par~metric t-rest will be a primary tool. A 
Wilcoxin T test and/or ultivariare approaches will be use.d for compariscn.s of 
a~semblages between aunents, lu!bicats, and over time. As time allows, cluster 
analysis and/or ordina. · n procedures ~ill be applied to the data setS to compare a.•·1d 
con crast patrems in s comp0sition and abundance and examine the spari..al and 
temporal relationships ong oil«..d, oiled and treated, and control sites. 

Rocky Habita~ 

To mlnimize variabili · 
be stratified to focus o 
in the typically heavily 
macrobiota). Each ele 
elevation, ten 0.25-m2 
for non-destructive sa 

J.herent on natural beaches, sampling in rocky habitats will 
e upper and lower portions of the Fucus zone, as well as 

iled supralittoral zone (at the upper limit of attached 
tion to he sampled will be permanently ~.ed. At each 

ts will be randomly located and permanently marked 
ling. 

Each quadrat will be p tographed during each survey to document the change. 
Biological variables th will be measured or estimated include algal covet by taxon 
and abundance· or cov f major epibenthic fauna (Le.? mussels, limpets, littorines, 
etc.). A subjective ~~·ption of oiling in each quadrat will be recorded along with 
the percentage of the q t with oil cover. 

Mixed-soft habitats w · 
components of the bio 
in a manner similar to 
elevations will be samp 
marked at each elevatio 
rocks will be lifted to r 

Bould~obble 

Oiled & 1Jeate4 
Northwest Bay Islet 

· North Elringt()n Is. 
Not Selected 

Control 
HoggBay 
EshamyBay 
Crab Bay 

sampled using different methods to address various 
Epibiota on surficial gravel and cobbles will be measured 
t used in rocky habitats except that only the two lower 
. Ten randomly selected quadrats will be permanently 

for sampling as described above. Fist-siu.d and smaller 
rd organisms living in th~ under-rock habitat. 

Oiled & Treated Csmuol 
Northwest Bay West Arm Sheep Bay 
Shelter Bay Crab Bay 
Mussel Beach Outside Bay 

Boulder/cobble substrat will be sampled using .a combination of the technique~ 
described above for roc and mixed-soft habitats with infauna only sampled where 
substrate permits. 
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Oiled& Tre~ 
Pt. Helen 

Control 
Bass Harbor 

P. 7/14 

Intauna 

Ex 

elevations on mixed·soft substrates, up to four 
ts will be sampled to a depth of approximately 20 em (or 

,_._." bstrare is reached) hand-sorted to remove large infaun.a. 
em are butter and littl~k dams (smdomUi maanteus 

~~-~~ .... and the burrowing spoonwonn Ecbiun!s . 

. er intertidal zone will be sampled with five, O.<Xl9-m2 by 
cores will be preserved in the field for later laboratory 
identify all organisms larger thAn 1.0 nun. 

QjJ~ & Treated Q!ntrol 
Northwest Bay West Ann Outside Bay 
Shelter Bay Sheep Bay 
N. Etrington Island Ctab Bay 
Mnsse1 Beaob 
W. Ingot Isbnd 

EopuJatioD Stpdtca 

Because the prepon~ ...... ~ of oil that grounded in Prince WiDiam Sound initially 
came to rest in the mid upper intertidal, it is important to examine population 
dynamics and teproduc e success of a range of important intertidal organisms in 
order to determine if hydrocarbons have interfered with the intertidal 
communities. 

Plants • Eelvass 

Considering the amoun of hydrocarbons that may have been washed into the 
shallow subtidal zone treatment. weathcrlna') and stotm acti~ it is important 
to examine primary pli ctivity and reproductive success of the macrophytes in 
that depth zone in order det.ermine if the hydrocarbons have interfered with 
either of t:ho$e proces This study is particularlf.significant because of the 
relative importance of Jl8CI'Ophytet in carbon production in the embaymcuts. 

Each site will be sampl three times during the yeat. Seeds will be collected for 
gennination studie& in laboratory. 
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The study will com par~ 
reproductive success of 
areas of Prince William 
maximum plant length 
will be measured as ch 
plant biomass) and 2) c 
condition will be meas 
content of rhizomes. 
patterns in I) field seed 
spadix, ovary, and stled 
and chemical variates 
oxygen, water transpar 
and sediment. 

P-::. e::--. ./,=-~4----

owth, produ~tivity. physiological condition. and 
!grass (Zostera marina) populaticms in oiled and unoiled 
und. Growth will be m<:.asured as changes in 1) average 
2) average plant biomass in specific beds, Productivity 

es in 1) bed biomass (average plant density X average 
orophyll concentrations in ~-pecific beds. Physiological 

by examination of l) chlorophyll ratios and 2) starch 
roductive success will be evaluated through examination of 
enninati.on (counting young--of-year plants}. 2) flower, 
roduction. and 3) Jabo.ratory seed gennination. Physical 
asured will include water temperature, salinity. dissolved 
y, concentrations of orthophosphates and nitrates in water 

Data and samp1es for th eelgrass studies will be collt ;ted from 10 study sites at the 
following locations. 

Intertidal 
Herring ay 

SllaJlmv Subtidal 

Qifed & Treated 

Northwest Bay Islet 

!:;onqol 

Bass Hatbor 
EshamyBay 

Snug !181P>:r Shelter Bay Crab Bay 
Bay of 

Invertebrates 

Clam A~ ADd Growth 

Bass Harbor 
Stockdale Harbor 

Clams will be sampled sites listed below. Samples will be collected from from 
excavations of randoml laced 0.25-m2 quadrats from within areas of suit4lble 
mixed-soft substrate. number and condition (alive, gaping, recently dead) of all 
bivalves collected will Tecorded in the field and key species (Protothaca staminea) 
may be retained for la ngr:h and age analysis. These data will be used to 
compare and contrast re · nships in rec.ruitmen~ size strUcture, and growth rates 
among oiled. oiled and tet:LteO. and control sites. Each site will be sampled once 
during the sununer sea 

~ 
Snug 11Al.-o 
Hening. 
Chicken suu10 

Oiled ~ ]ieaWJ. Control 
Northwest Bay West Arm Outside Bay 
S. Disk Island Sheep Bay 
Ingot Island Crab Bay 
Bay of Isles N. Elrington Island 

7 
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Mussels are a dominant 
heavy contamination in 
significant because of 
broad range of vertebra 
(e.g., srarfish, crabs, an 

Samples of the blue mus 
Samples will be collec 
major concentrations of 
(alive, gaping, recently 
weight will be measur 
relationships 1n recrui 
treated, and control site 

An additional objective · 
histologically to determi 
reproductive organs, as 
carcinomas or papillo 
deferred until the next c 

Iter-feeder in the intertJdal zone and were subjected to 
.any areas of the sound. A ~tudy of mussels is particu]arly 
relative importance of mussels as a food resource for £t 

(e.g.t otters. marine birds) and invertebrate predators 
· ~)in the intertidal zone of Prince William Sound. 

1 ~lus Mulis) will be collected a.t sites listed below. 
from randomly placed 0.0625- m2 quadrats from within 

. ussels. In the laboratory, the number and condition 
ad) will be recorded and shell length and whole wet 
These data will be used to compare and contrast 
t, size structure, and growth rates among oiled, oiled and 

to examine subsamples of mussels from each site 
condition of gills, livert kidney, digestive glandt and 

ell as reproductive condition (maturity) and incidence of 
Samples will be retained and these analyses will be 

tracting year. 

twice during year with greawst possible separation. 
Oiloo & Treat® Control 
Mussel Beach Bass Harbor 
Northwest Bay Islet Crab Bay 
Shelter Bay Eshamy Bay 
North Elrington Island Outside Bay 

HoggBay 
Sheep Bay 

I 

Littorines are a dominan grazer in the intertidal zone~ were subjected to heavy 
contamination in many as of the sound, and were observed grazing on oil ftlm'i. 
Because of their ubiqui and their intimate. long-term contaCt with oil (contact with 
the foot while moving o oiled rocks. gills with water-soluble fractions or 
suspended particles) and 'mentary canal due to di!'ect grazing on oiled surfaces), 
littorines provide one of better opportUnities to evaluate the effects of oil on 
intertidal organisms. 

Samples of the peri wink! Liuorina sitkana will be collected at sites listed below. 
Samples will be coll"""...,.~--from randomly placed O.o625·m2 quadrats from within 
major concentrations of riwiilkles. In the laboratory, the number in each sample 
will be recorded and she length and whole wet weight of each individual will be, 
measured. These data be used to compare and contrast relationships in 
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recruitment. size struc 
control sites. 

An additional objective 
h1stoiogically to deter 
reproductive organs, as 
carcinomas or papillo 
deferred until the next 

Each site will be sampl 

Growth, Condition 

e. and growth rates among oiled, oiled .;wd tre.ared, and 

to examine subsampJes of the snails from each site 
11e condition of gills, liver, kidney, digestive gland, and 
ell as reproductive condition (maturity) and incidence of 
. Samples will be retained and these analyses will be 
ntracting ye.ar. 

twice during year. 

Qiled & Treate4 
NW Bay Islet 
S. Disk Island 
Shelter Bay 
Outside Bay . 

CQnqol 
Bass Harbor 
Esharny Bay 
Crab Bay 

Drills are a dominant ator in me intertidal zone, feeding primarily on barnacles 
and mussels. They w subjected to heavy contamination in many areas of the 
sound and prey mainly organisms that were heavily oiled. Because their 
principal prey species e oiled and they have been exposed to intimate, long·term 
contact with oil (contac with the foot while moving on oiled rocks and gills with 
water-soluble fractions s~-pended particles), drills provide an excellent 
opportunity to evaluate e effects of oil on intertidal orga.nisms and examine 
bioaccumulation of hyCJK)carbons in the food web. 

Samples of the drills N 
listed below. Samples 
within major concentr 
be recorded and shell 
measured. These data 
recruitment; size struc 
COOtTO} sites. 

ella Jamellosa and Nucella lima will be collected at sites 
be collected randomly placed 0.25-m2 quadrats from 

ns of drills. In the laboratory. the number per sample will 
gth and whole wet weight of each individual will be 
11 be used to compare and contrast relationships in 
e, and growth rates among oiled, oiled and treated, and 

An additional objective to examine subsamples of the snails from each site 
histologically to d-"'~t·~~e condition of gills, liver. kidney, digestive gland, and 
reproductive organs, as ell as reproductive condition (maturity) and incidence of 
carcinomas or papillo . Samples will be retained and the.se analyses will be 
deferred until the next ntracting year. 

Each site will be sampl 

9 
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Oil~ & Treated ContrQt 
Northwest Bay West Arm Bass Harbor 
s. Disk Island Eshamy Bay 
Shelter Bay Crab Bay 
Outside Bay Northwest Bay Islet 

HYDROCARBON S MPLING 

Samples will be collec 
contamination in · 
recorded on chain-of· 
to the specified anal · 

at each site to dete:rmine levels of hydrocarbon 
nts and tissues. Samples will be labeled appropriately, 
tody forms and freld logs, placed in ice chests. and shipped 

chemistry laboratOry through appropriate channels. 

Intertidal sediments · be co11ected at each site at which mixed-soft sediments ~e 
sampled and as possibl each rocky site. At sites sampled commonly by the 
geological and biolo · program. the geological team will collect the· Sediments. 
At sites examined only: biological characteristics. StXHme.nts will be collected in 
accordance with the sattblin·. g strategy and techniques used by the geological team. 

Subtidal sediments will collected at each site at which mixed~soft sediments are 
sampled and as possible each rocky site. At sites sampled commonly by the 
geological and biologic program, the geological team will collect the sediments. 
At sites examined only biological characteristics, sediments will be collected in 
accordance with the • g strategy and techniques used by the geQlogical team. 

INTERTIDAL TISS 

ected at each site utilizing appropriate representative 
collections include the invertebrates species listed above 

(the bivalves Mytilus · and Protothaca staminea; the snails Uttorina sitkana, 
Nucella la~Mllosa and N ma), and the starfish PytmOpodia helianlhoides. 

1. Initial sites 
(June). 

2. On-sitee 
3. Resu:rvey site 

a)remapsite 
b) photo-doe 

OF EVENTS 

ys. before shoreline treAtrncnt; initial bioloJical surveys 

on of shozdinc treatment methods (all summer). 
hen shoreline treatment is complete in order to: 

t conditions at the site 
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I 
c) collect o samples for chemical analysis 
d) describe il distribution patterns .. 

4. Pr~s~ n·~n ... ements at high tide at seJected sites (all summer). 
S. Middle bioi · al surveys for in fauna, clam. eelgrass, nucella, and 
sediment samp g (July/August). 
6. Resurvey 'tes at end of summer (Sept) 
7. Report on s treatment effectiveness due October 1990. 
8. Final biolog survey results due December 1990 . 

.. 

1 1 
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BUDGET 

RPI 

Salary and Overhead Days 

Jacqueline Michel 64 $ 37,142 
Miles Hayes 62 41.517 
Field T~hnician 90 27,321 
Assistant 30 7,941 

TotalRPI 113,921 

Other Direct Costs 

J Per Diem (246 days 13,776 
Alrfare (20 RT'@ $1 24,000 
.ijeld gear 6,000 
Report Preparation 12,7SO 

Total Direct 56,S26 

Subcontracts 

EBCE 

Task Labor Diredt Total 

Mob/Demob 3,~1 2,658 6,260 Travel 3,789 9tJ17 12,796 
Intertidal • Field 42,125 5,692 47,817 Jnfauna • Lab 0 0 0 Mollusc-Lab 16,704 876 11.S~ Eelgrass - Pield 0 S63 563 Eelgrass - Lab Z1,088 l,S26 28,614 Clam. Studies 0 0 0 Data Analysis 16.262 7,S8t 24,143 Report Preparation 11,415 S,848 17.263 Project Management ~.722 2~0 s.on . 
BRCETotals 125.760 34~ 160,062 
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I P.l4/14 . 

PENTEC 

Task Labor Direct Total 
Mob/Demob 2,619 3.409 6.028 Travel 4,091 10,008 14,099 Intertidal • Field 42.031 16,138 58,169 lnfauna - Lab 879 34.840 35,719 Mollusc - Lab 0 0 0 Eelgrass - Freid 0 0 0 Eelgrass ~ Lab 0 0 0 Clam Studies 4,616 1.501 6.117 Data Analysis 17,994 876 18,870 Report Preparation 12,323 2,971 15.294 

i Project Management · · 4.131 625 4:ZS7 

PENTEC Totals 88,685 70.367 1S9,0S2 

TOTAL COSTS 
48.9,561 FEE (l()Cl, exclusive airfare, car) 46~~ GRAND TOTAL 
536,117 

Less avai1ab1e . g in RPI contract (Task 2.1) -131.015 

ADDmONAL FUND REQUIRED 405,102 
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